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Thomas Hunter, superb commander of the woodland Guard, has noticeable an exceptional evil
decimate a lot of his appealing world. With a dwindling military and an epic threat, Thomas is
compelled to complement his opponents with new recruits elderly sixteen to 17. From
thousands, 4 might be selected to guide a distinct mission. Unknown to Thomas, the selected 4
are redirected to another endgame. Chosen (The Lost Books #1) they need to locate the seven
misplaced Books of background prior to the darkish One. For those seven books have Chosen
(The Lost Books #1) giant energy over the past, current and future, controlling not just the future
in their world...but that of ours as well.
Okay... This ebook was once a section bizarre for me. It started out fairly strong. It was once
speedy paced, and interesting, and this unusual post-apocalyptic society they have been
residing in was once clean after the twisting towns and politics and crafty humans and again

sliding from the entire different books that i would been examining prior to this. yet I did prove
having a number of concerns with the book. 1. The transparent black and white, sturdy vs evilIt
was once waaaaaaaaay too lower and dry for my tastes. At each flip and any opportunity,
Dekker made some degree to teach simply how evil the Horde have been and the way foolish
and silly they have been for fearing the detoxification powers of the waters, how they just
desired to kill. After a while, regardless of figuring out that they only appeared like zombies yet
suggestion like people (albiet slow-witted humans, a few of them), I nonetheless saved
imagining them as a few lizard creature that spoke with a lizard tongue. i do know that you are
not purported to emphathize with the Chosen (The Lost Books #1) undesirable men or root for
them, but if the undesirable men pose such an seen threat, there is nearly not anything to
discover. 4 children with little actual conflict adventure have been capable of take down 4
hugely expert assassins. It took not less than a whole battalion, charging down at them in a
canyon for the Horde to seize one among them. One. And that one did not even flip Horde
within the end, regardless of being with no the detoxing water for days longer than the others.
the most important challenge that the occasion had was once the onset of the disease, which I
admit used to be the main suspenseful a part of the book. Honestly, having the evil so instantly
up black, their reasons being as transparent as day, it takes many of the suspense out of it. 2.
the selected OneI had my very own reservations approximately it whilst i peeked during the
book. And honestly, i actually loved the publication until eventually I received to the purpose the
place Johnis learned that he were selected at beginning to sacrifice himself to spoil the Horde.
prior to then, he used to be a regular child with rotten luck. He was once a child who wasn't a
fighter, who was once approximately as mismatched for the task of woodland shield as you may
get, who was once ailing loved by way of his comrades due to his loss of ability, yet knew
struggling with strategies and method higher than the remainder of his comrades. The stressful
dynamic that used to be among Darsal and Billos and Johnis was once nice, if a piece lengthy
(and ultimately irritating), and it rather helped advance Johnis as a character. yet then he
discovered that he was once the selected One. after which every little thing was once just...
ugh. i've got a topic with a personality discovers that the remainder of their activities have been
determined for them lengthy ahead of they have been born, they usually either settle for and
think it with little greater than a shocked look. Granted, Johnis did not think it at first. yet he did
not no longer think it approximately up to i needed him too. i'm wondering how fascinating it
should have been, if he had omitted the Roush's urges to keep on with his destiny, rebelled
opposed to it, listened to his comrades simply because he was once clearly a coward at heart,
and lower back to his Forest. What if the Horde attacked, Johnis suffered the survivor's guilt,
and at last was once set on his path pushed via guilt, and never this blind trust during this
prophecy that nobody else is familiar with about. It makes it appear to me that once a person
prophesizes personality goes to die a martyr, that the nature who follows the prophecy will not
struggle it, will not attempt to remain alive, will simply cross quietly and with no argument. it is
just... annoying. The ebook could were larger if it did not have to be him. That it Johnis needed
to do it simply because he used to be the one one that could. simply because he used to be the
single one that may perhaps see the Roush. On that note...3. The inconsistenciesWhy was
once it that Johnis was once the one person who may well see the Roush? And then, why used
to be it that purely after the remainder of the social gathering wiped clean themselves within the
cleasing water of the lakes that they can see the Roush? within the book, the Roush cause that
it was once simply because nobody particularly believed in Roush or Shataiki, and therefore
could not see them, although the Roush lived above the people's heads within the wooded area

canopies. yet those humans were bathing within the woodland waters Chosen (The Lost Books
#1) for YEARS. DECADES. for so long as time. And nobody may well see them. nobody even
believed they existed. Johnis did not even think they existed. In Small Gods (Terry Pratchett),
Brutha used to be the single one in a position to see Om simply because he was once the
single one that actually believed in Om, and never the build of the faith of Om. this isn't the
same. Also, if the Shataiki sought after the magical Books of History, why have been they
warded away through it whilst Johnis approached the Black Forest? in the event that they have
been totally able to picking out up a ebook of background and handing it to Teelah (the
undesirable guy), why did they shrink back while Johnis used it like a torch to maintain the
beasts at bay? And on that note, why on the earth might Johnis, upon returning to the Grove
with the cacti, realizing that Thomas additionally knew in regards to the prophecy, refused to
speak to Thomas approximately it? whether Thomas did not learn about it, why could they
maintain Chosen (The Lost Books #1) the tale to themselves? Why might they play coy and act
like they did not be aware of they'd simply stored the woodland from an immense assault at the
wooded area via the Horde? i might imagine that Johnis may perhaps use the assets of the
wooded area to find those fabled Books of background that HE understands are key to
destroying the Horde for good. yet nonetheless he refused to tell, going as far as to even shape
a pact of silence among him, Darsal, Billos and Silvie. Why? Why why why why could you do
that?4. The raging hormones of Johnis, although he was once approximately to die.Every
unmarried description of Silvie and Darsal, the one adult females of import within the book, used
to be one describing how faultless their pores and skin was, how appealing they looked.
specifically when they took a dip within the water and their pores and skin was once washed
fresh of the disease. Sure, they have been robust warriors, which i am satisfied for. yet to fall in
love with an individual when you are touring to yes death, to maintain them and pondering how
stunning they're regardless of everything... it really is FRUSTRATING. Bonds may still greater
than floor deep. they need to be solid via their trials, during the event of escaping death, of
tolerating the ailment because it slowly took over their minds, not only simply because they
appear nice. the advance of the relationships among the characters was once abrupt and
forced. First they hated Johnis for being selected because the woodland protect and picked on
him vehemently for seeing issues and being a coward. Then once they see the Roush after
being cleansed by way of the waters, they without warning observe the price of Johnis, Chosen
(The Lost Books #1) and without notice all that animosity among them evaporates, or even the
obdurate Billos who refused to think every little thing Johnis said, was once speedy to ask for
forgiveness and say "I'm sorry i did not think you! You have been right!" continue that pressure
among them! simply melt it! Layer it with guilt! Do something!All in all, this e-book was once
good written and used to be nonetheless suspenseful whilst it had to be. The little info and me
being nitpicky preserve me from elevating this any larger than stars.
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